“I highly recommend Joe Little and Lean Agile Training. I attended the 2-day ScrumMaster class
followed by the 1-day Agile Release planning workshop. Joe was very personable and
knowledgeable, demonstrating best Agile practices as a recovering Waterfall-holic. I enjoyed his
frequent application of Yogi Berra quotes as well as the Penny game and Planning Poker to
bring the Scrum lessons to life. The takeaways were numerous and my career feels fresh
because of it. The course was of great value and I'm already looking forward to my next
workshop opportunity to grow in Agile training with Joe!”
David | Charleston

“Thank you Joe, for your excellent class and fun approach to teaching. It is always a pleasure
taking one of your courses.”
Cliff | Winston-Salem

"Thank you very much for this training. I liked the way you described the added value of
SCRUM, even if there was some assumptions that were highly optimistic."
Luc | Montreal

“Thanks Joe, it was a fun and eye opening course! Looking forward to getting messy!”
Scotiabank | Toronto

“What a terrific class! I've been flexing my new found knowledge with management and my
peers. They are open and receptive to Agile.”
Steve | Winston-Salem

“Thanks a lot, Joe, for the copy of your book and the great training sessions.
It was a great, interesting, fun course.”
Ashkan | CSM+WS | Halifax

“Thank you very much; it has not only been a career enhancer, but a complete mental change
embracing Agile over waterfall.”

Paul | CSPO | Charlotte

“I thoroughly enjoyed my 3 days. Not only did I learn a lot from the intensive training, it was
also great to hear Angie and Steve’s perspectives on the exercises that we worked on.”
Akshi | CSPO + WS | Charleston

“Thank you again for the informative, interesting and fun class last week! We are all excited to
implement what we learned.”
Sue | CSM+WS | Charlotte

“I can’t say enough how pleased the whole team was with the presentation!”
Dennis | CSM+WS In-House | Charlotte

“I have to say that of all the courses that I have had in the last 20 years that I found CSM to be
the most useful to apply on a daily basis and that Joe's delivery style made it possible to pack
such power info into the short time frame available. It's refreshing to go to a course so well
organized and info packed but still be able to take away several items that you start introducing
into your work environment for the betterment of both your project and your team.”
**NO NAME**

“I need to attend Day 3 training in the future, which was key.”
Tushar | CSM | Winston-Salem

“I am now a certified ScrumMaster (CSM). Thank you for providing a very thorough and
inspiring ScrumMaster course in Montreal. Your generous course discount allowed me to
attend all three days. In those three days, I gained the knowledge and courage which will help
me find that next, great career opportunity. As Yogi Berra said "The future ain't what it used to
be." So I am now on the Agile journey which will help me to face the future. :-)”
**NO NAME**

“Thank you so much for the knowledge, both explicit and tacit! We’ve had plenty of dynamic
conversations since my return on Monday. And actually used the User Story template today for
the first time.”
Tom | CSM+WS | NYC

“You not only helped me learn more about scrum methodology and how to be a better scrum
master, but you also truly inspired me as well. Thanks for making a potentially boring class,
which was chock-full of information, a very fun and memorable experience.”
Fred | CSM +WS | Charlotte

